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FaceKindle is a unique ecosystem for crypto, based on a
powerful social media platform. In addition to the social
platform, it comprises multiple utilities that can be accessed
with a single wallet and through a single digital token, the
FaceKindle token. In other words, FaceKindle will provide
a single space for all that a crypto user is looking for.

Our vision is a single wallet system that gives to our users,
access to multiple utilities. Our mission is to create a more
transparent, fair, secure, and efficient ecosystem for all
stakeholders in the digital and creative economies.

FaceKindle (FKD)

Is a one stop shop for 
Advertising, Forex trading, 
Binary Options and e-
commerce. With FKD coin 
users will be able to:

AVERTISE on FaceKindle social media platform
providing entirely new dimension for cutting edge
personal and professional. Infact, it will be a game
changer for the advertising industry by eliminating
worries in advertising sphere.

Forex Trading, client can fund their FX account
at any point of time while trading. FKD
blockchain will provide fast and secure payment
option to traders with very low transaction cost.

Trade in Forex gaming platform also known as
Binary Options. Users can fund account through
FKD as well as they can bet through coins on
platform.

Shop on super store designed for crypto
enthusiasts

Market Context
FKD Utility: Advertising

FKD will change the advertising market by creating a 
unique experience for users

Blockchain in advertising - Is it the answer to digital 
advertising’s trust and transparency gap?

Digital advertising is booming, reaching $130 billion in the
US in 2018, or just under 50% of total advertising spend,
and the number should rise to $144 billion in 2019,
according to PwC research. Yet growth has also brought
enormous complexity to the system.

INTRODUCTION

Entertainment, FaceKindle will be a one stop
shop for entertainment by launching its audio and
video platform.
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Market Context
Advertising
Amid the COVID-19 crisis, the global market for Digital
Advertising and Marketing estimated at US$322.5
Billion in the year 2020, is projected to reach a revised
size of US$640.2 Billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of
10.3% over the analysis period 2020-2027.Display, one of
the segments analyzed in the report, is projected to grow
at a 12% CAGR to reach US$350.6 Billion by the end of
the analysis period

Facebook revenue and income – more information

In 2020, Facebook's revenue amounted to roughly 86 
billion US dollars, up from 70.7 billion U.S. dollars in the 
previous fiscal year. The social network's main source of 
income is digital advertising.

As a side effect from being the biggest
social network worldwide, Facebook is
the leading platform for social media
advertising and marketing with 94
percent of global marketers utilizing
Facebook in their marketing efforts. The
majority of the social network’s
revenues are generated through
advertising – in 2020, advertising
revenue amounted to close to 84.2
billion U.S. dollars whereas payments
and other fees revenues amounted to
1.8 billion U.S. dollars

Digital Advertising growth per region:

21.6%

North America

54%

Latin America

13.9%
Europe

37%
Asia & 
Australasia
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Social Media Advertising: Trend and opportunities

As with all marketing channels, social media is continually
evolving. Since it was first introduced, it is continuing to
grow, providing tremendous opportunities for brands to
reach their customer base. The Social Media Advertising
market is the second biggest market within Digital
Advertising. The worldwide revenue of US$89.5 billion in
2019 is expected to grow to US$138.4 billion in 2025. There
is a major shift in the opportunities for advertising

• 97% of social advertisers chose Facebook as their most
used and most useful social media platform.

• Facebook continues to be the most popular social
networking site in terms of number of active users. As of
October 2018, it had a little over 2 billion active users.

• Instagram continues to attract a younger audience with
72% of teens saying that they use the platform.

• Among marketers, Instagram takes second place to
Facebook with 83% of them using the platform.

• 88% of social advertisers use Twitter. This makes it even
more popular than Instagram.

• LinkedIn performs 277% better than Facebook and Twitter
when it comes to generating visitor-to-lead conversions.

• 80% of social media B2B leads come from LinkedIn.

• EMarketer estimated that the ad spending on
social video in the US increased by 38.1%
during 2018, reaching $7.85 billion.

• Social media is the most relevant advertising
channel for 50% of Gen Z and 42% of
millennials.

• Non-customers are three times more likely than
customers to visit retailers from social media
ads.

• 50% of consumers said that seeing user-
generated content would increase their
chances of buying products through a brand’s
social media. 49% said that easy payment
systems (like Amazon Pay) would increase their
chances of buying through social media.

• Posts with links to more information are the
most preferred type of content on social media.
30% of consumers said that it’s the content
they like to see most from brands on social.
18% preferred graphics and images, while 17%
would like to see produced video.

Increase in social media advertising

Market expert conclude that advertising in social media is
is expected to grow with an impressive rate. According to
PwC research

• Increased exposure grew to 93% from 87%.
• Increased traffic improved to 87% from 78%.
• Generated leads increased to 74% from 64%.
• Improved sales rose to 72% from 53%.
• Developed loyal fans grew to 71% from 63%.
• Provided marketplace insight expanded to 58% from 

54%.
• Increased thought leadership increased to 57% from 

46%.
• Grew business partnerships improved to 56% from 

49%. 6



FKD Utility:  Social FX Trading 
People have been trading since the dawn of civilization.
Trading routes like the historical silk road, were
channels for cultural and technological interchange.

For most of history, trading was done on physical goods.
During the last century, however, a new sort of trading
emerged, that of financial instruments. Just in the
derivatives market, the gross value is estimated to be
$12.7 trillion, comparable in order of magnitude to the
world trade volume in merchandises, at $19.5 trillion.
Among financial trading sectors, Forex has grown more
than ever. In fact, the foreign exchange (FX) market is the
most actively traded market in the world. More than $6.6
trillion are traded on average every day. By comparison,
this volume exceeds global equities trading volumes
by25times.

The majority of the volume in FX comes
from Asian economies like India, China,
Hong Kong, Korea, Japan and Singapore
but unfortunately FX is still not recognized
as legal product in those countries.

In the last ten years, a new trading asset
has appeared and become a vehicle for
investing: cryptocurrencies. Despite their
high volatility in some periods, there is a
clear growing trend both in their price
quote and market capitalization. Bitcoin,
for instance, has increased its price more
than 42 times during the last 4 years, and
more than 52 times its market
capitalization. Something similar can be
said about other cryptocurrencies and
digital assets. The way people invest is
evolving as fast as ever.

Part of this is due to the proliferation and
popularization of digital exchanges and
platforms that have

2016
2019

5.1

6.6

Year Volume (Trillions US$)

Asia pacific- Major FX participant

Online Forex retail trader by region:
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Foreign exchange market turnover by currency and 
currency pairs

The US dollar remained the world’s
dominant vehicle currency. It was on one
side of 88% of all trades in April 2019
(Graph 1, left-hand panel). The relative
ranking of the next seven most liquid
currencies did not change from 2016.

The global share of EME currencies rose
by about 4 percentage points to 25% of
total FX turnover in April 2019, continuing
the trend observed in previous surveys.

Turnover in the euro, the world’s second
most traded currency, increased at a
somewhat higher rate than did the
aggregate market, and its share in global
trading edged up to 32%. This reflected
higher than market average growth in
EUR/JPY and EUR/CHF trading.

Forex market turnover by counterparty

The Statistics shows that
nonreporting banks, hedge funds,
institutional investors, and official
sector financial institutions – grew
notably from 2016, to $3.6 trillion
per day in April 2019, or 55% of
global trading volume.

FX volume shows scope for FKD to
work as a payment gateway bridge
between traders and brokers.

Client Acquisition cost in Forex

According to Finance Feeds survey there are 1,231 active
retail brokerages using the MetaTrader 4 platform
globally now. In the United States, in 2011, the average
retail FX account size was $3,800, however the cost of
acquiring a client at that time was approximately $500,
including all components required to acquire clients

Another research by Citigroup shows the
average retail FX account size across the
world’s 4 million retail FX traders in 2015 was
$6,600.
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Social trading is an impressive evolution of online trading
which has attracted millions of investors and traders around
the globe. Every day, more and more individuals harness
the powerful synergy of crowd wisdom.

Through social trading, new investors and experienced
traders have entered into symbiotic relationships, trading
knowledge for profits. In simpler words, social trading occurs
when a trader “follows” or “copies” the trading strategy of
another, more experienced trader. The former benefits from
the latter’s knowledge, and the latter shares in the former’s
profits.

The concept of MOYO Trade is to offer an open environment,
where traders can globally connect to any trading platform
and share their knowledge, in addition to receiving a
commission every time someone uses their expertise to a live
trade. An additional advantage of the Platform is that it
provides the ability and ease of driving selected trades to
broker accounts of the interested parties.

MOYO Trade's vision is to become the world‘s largest social
trading community in the globe, offering customer-focused
investment solutions, while bridging the gap between
valuable information and trade execution in money markets.

FaceKindle has collaborated with
MOYO social FX Trading platform a
unique platform: to help boost trading
volume in FX. FaceKindle Coin will boost
deposit and withdrawal for retail and
institutional clients.

This facility will attract lots of brokerage
firm from around the world to be a part
of MOYO especially brokers and retail
clients facing issues depositing funds
from countries where FX is in direct
competition with local exchanges and
brokerage firms.

Personalization changes everything

Importance of Social trading and role of
FaceKindle COIN
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FKD Utility:  FX Binary Trading
A binary option is a fast and extremely simple
financial instrument which allows investors to
speculate on whether the price of an asset will go up
or down in the future. This “future” can be as close as
60 seconds ahead, so that it is possible to trade
hundreds of times per day across any global market.
What characterizes a binary option is that the
outcome is a binary YES/NO answer: the option pays
a fixed amount if it wins (known as “in the money”),
but the investment is lost if the binary trade loses.

FaceKindle has developed the first blockchain based
premier platform for trading binary options aka FX
gaming platform in the world's financial markets.
Basics of Binary options are fairly simple: based on
market tendencies and some other factors, a trader
makes prediction about movement of prices of
various assets, which most commonly are currency
pairs, precious metals and stock.

Significant shift in Binary option trading Binary options traders find foreign exchange
markets extremely appealing. Whether this is
due to the relatively established popularity of
forex as an asset class for retail investors, or
the fact that the currency markets are open
24/5 with some companies now even offering
24/7 trading on long term options, the result
is that approximately 84% of total volumes are
traded in forex pairs.

There are very few brokers offering binary
option trading compared to traders willing to
trade. FaceKindle will capture the niche
market by offering better technology and coin
as a payment mode for traders to participate
from around the world.

FKD Coin will be used to bet on falling
and rising market within specified time
range. Among the advantages offered
are the following:

Users will simply choose a payout, and
binary system will calculate the stake
required in FKD to purchase the
contract.

Users will risk only initial stakeTheir stake never increases.

Users can sell their contract before
expiry to keep any profit made or
minimize losses

All profit and losses will be
calculated in FKD
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FKD Utility:  E-Commerce

The global e-commerce market is massive. 2018’s sales projection of US$ 2.842 trillion will
skyrocket to US$ 4.878 trillion by 2021, with giants like Amazon, Alibaba, and eBay reaping the
lion’s share of the profit. Anyone selling his/her merchandise using these centralized platforms
is likely paying a high commission, and for those who are buying, the price they pay includes
these commissions. In addition, users have to rely on centralized payment processing
platforms with their own transaction fees and delays.

With BUX Super Store, the token-based e-commerce platform developed by FaceKindle team,
major opportunities will emerge. Through our crypto backed e- commerce, we will disrupt
existing giants and make it easy for buyers and sellers to use crypto. Consumers understand
e- commerce transaction workflows very well. They will understand crypto-based e-commerce
easily, inside a setting presented in a user-friendly manner.

Because the e-commerce platform will rely on an already operating technology and user base,
its time to market will be very short, and its reliability will be of the highest standards. This will
in turn increase confidence for prospective users.
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FKD Utility: Entertainment
Audio on demand

FaceKindle Coin will change the audio
streaming market by creating a unique
experience through its bespoke Audio and
Video platform.

A significant shift occurred in the global music
industry in 2015. A decade or so since the
launch of iTunes, the first digital music
platform at scale, revenue from digital
channels overtook that from physical
channels. In 2018, digital channels accounted
for 58.9 percent of the global music industry
compared to 25 percent for physical channels

Music Streaming is a big thing

Overall, digital revenues grew by 21.1% to $11.2
billion in 2018, crossing the US$10 billion mark
for the first time ever. Paid audio streaming, in
particular, is a key driver (+32.9%), with almost all
markets reporting growth in this area.

Digital now makes up more than 50% of revenue 
in 38 markets. Digital revenue is expected to 
show an annual growth rate of 4.1% between 
2019 and 2023, resulting in a market volume of 
$13.05 M

All regions are showing growth in
the music streaming market. The
strongest growth is seen in Latin
America with +39.3%. The current
level of user penetration is 14.7%
and is expected to increase to 16.1%
by 2023.

Physical Total revenue. $BN

Performance rights Streaming 

Digital Synchronization revenues
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The significant advances in technology and high-
quality content available online have led to
enormous increases in audience numbers and, as a
further result, fundamental changes in the video
industry. Today, the growth of video-on-demand
(VOD) programming options—the ability to download
or stream content from either a traditional TV
package or an online source—is creating
magnificent opportunities for consumers who have
greater control than ever before over what they
watch, when they watch, and how they watch.

Today, roughly 474 million people worldwide are
subscribing to VoD services, and this number is
expected to grow to 777 million in 2023.8 The video
on demand market’s growth is estimated at around
8%-11%. The market is currently worth $33 billion in
2019 and is said to reach more than $51 billion in
2023.

Video on demand

Importance of exclusive and original content

As more consumers choose to watch a streaming
video rather than traditional TV, the demand for
original content has significantly increased.

Netflix has spent $12B on creating their own
content, and that number is expected to grow to
$19B in 2019.

Amazon planned to increase their spending on
creating original content by +33%, up to $6M in
2019.

Apple and Facebook are also each currently
gearing up to offer original content: Each has said
that it had planned to spend approximately $1
billion in 2018 on original content.

According to a GFK survey, more than a third 
of subscribers of VoD in the UK sign up “to 
watch original series made by the provider,” 
and half of them subscribe to more than one 
platform.
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Problems and Solutions
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Problem 1
Mistrust takes a toll on digital advertising

Digital advertising is booming yet growth has also
brought enormous complexity to the system. By one
measure, today’s ad ecosystem has 23 different
participants involved in getting an ad from the marketer
to the publisher to a consumer—then returning data
from that ad back to the marketer.

Each point where data flows among these 23
participants is a point of weakness, where fraud, error,
or a reluctance to share could cause the flow to fail,
making it difficult or impossible to accurately measure
an ad’s impact. Some of these participants only exist in
order to reduce the risk of potential fraud. They add
complexity without necessarily ensuring accuracy.

Yet without accurate measurements, it’s challenging to
create and target ads that will reach the right
consumers in the right way. Uncertainty over
advertising’s impact also means that the value of ads,
and therefore the payments that buyers (whether
marketers, agencies, or ad exchanges) make to
publishers and other vendors, may be little more than a
guessing game. Adding to the risks, one or more
ecosystem participants may not be practicing top notch
data governance, potentially leaving sensitive data
open to theft or misuse.

Different buyers and vendors can choose to
run PPC (pay per click) ads or PPI (pay per
impression) through FKD Coin. FaceKindle
Coin will be stored in encrypted wallet without
fear of fraud or error. This same system offers
consumers the opportunity to share or not
share personal data with the advertisers of
their choice. The complex ecosystem that
currently connects ad buyer to publisher to
consumer would thus become simple,
transparent, safe and fast. With a trustworthy,
shared source of truth, over time, most
common audits could occur with a click of the
mouse. Lawsuits over miscalculated payments
or data breaches might become a distant
memory.

Solution
The FaceKindle blockchain solution

Picture a digital dashboard where ad buyers can verify
and can also pay through digital currency “FKD”—in
near-real time—the specifics of how all their various ads
in all the different channels are performing: which ads
are driving engagement and desired outcomes, and by
how much. This dashboard can even confirm the
payment made through FaceKindle coin without any
hassle of engaging middleman or paying extra bank
charges.
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Problem 2
No crypto payment solution for Forex 
traders and Investor 
The biggest challenge FX industry is facing
currently is regulation. FX has given tough
competition to many countries internal stock
exchanges due to the nature of the product i.e.,
volatility, easy access, high liquidity and leverage.
Even though most of the volume in FX comes from
Asian countries like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
China, Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore.

Clients, therefore, face issues sending money to a
FX broker and face even bigger issues withdrawing
funds. For instance, currently at least $32 billion in
remittances is failing from Asia to the West due to
high transaction fees associated with sending and
receiving money across borders. Some $44.6 billion
is the estimated average amount being paid in fees
to move money from one country to another,
including developed countries.

Users will be able 
to deposit funds to 

MT4 account 
through FKD listed 

exchanges

Users will be able to 
connect MT4 to social 

trading platform ”MOYO” 
to follow traders and all 
trader’s commission will 

be paid in FKD

Users will be able to 
deposit and withdraw 

funds with zero 
remittance charges, only 

minimum gas fee.

Transaction time 
will be less than a 
minute with highly 
encrypted wallet

Solution
FaceKindle Coin is preparing to target FX
brokerage firm and retails clients from Asian
countries facing issues with remittance for FX
account. There are two challenges majority of
retail clients are facing:

1. Finding a brokerage firm providing end to
end solution for trading.

2. Providing crypto as a payment gateway for
faster remittance at a very low cost on both
deposit and withdrawal option.

Majority of retail clients focus is on payment
option and cryptos are their preferred option
compared with traditional fiat payment
processors. Reason, crypto payments are much
cheaper due to lower transaction costs. Many
cryptocurrency payment processors charge a
flat 1% fee to the merchant, some as low as
0.5%, compared to 2% – 3% charged by a fiat
processing service.FKD Solution for Forex Clients
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Problem 3
Binary option is termed as Gambling
According to the Binary Option Brokers Association, online
gaming companies had searched for years to find a product
that was “easy to trade, highly rewarding, and tied to
financial markets.” The solution: Binary options – also
known as “all or nothing” or “high-low” options – which give
investors an opportunity to play the market similar to sports
betting and roulette.

However, due to lack of education many people and firms
have categorised this segment as “casino”. Since binary
options do not require ownership of the underlying asset,
being simply wagers about price direction within a set time.
According to CNBC, binary options have become
increasingly popular with U.S. investors, despite critics who
compare the option to “buying a lottery ticket”. Another
issues binary option industry is facing is there is no
regulation around it as watchdogs are confused between
categorising it as a derivatives or gambling. Above all, FIAT
payment gateways are not entertaining this industry at all
and currently it has been taken over by digital currency.

Solution
With the growing demand of binary option and analyzing the problem
around this segment, FaceKindle development team has developed the
first tailor-made token for binary option platform in association with
MOYO.

MOYO will be the first social trading platform offering traditional FX as
well as Binary option under one roof and with its own digital currency
“FKD”. Here are some key solutions:

Clients can deposit and withdraw 
funds through FKD

Clients can place a bet in FKD Coin 
and profit, and loss will also be 
calculated in token

First blockchain based FX betting 
platform

Low risk high return FX gaming Utility 
for FKD

Payouts will be released via FKD 
blockchain in real time as and when 
bet in closed

Binary Option will be the key utility for 
boosting the circulation of FKD on 
exchanges
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Problem 4
Entertainment- Too many apps

The average smartphone user has more than 80
apps and uses close to 40 of them each month.
This number has risen significantly from 2015
when people only used around 27 apps per
month, resulting in a 48% increase. And the
problem of switching between apps on a daily
basis is becoming even worse as nearly one-fifth
of millennials open any app on their phone more
than 50 times per day. Considering that users
open 9 apps per day on average, an average
user has to switch between different applications
from around 10 to as much as 50 times per day.

According to the American Psychological
Association, switching between different tasks
can cost as much as 40 percent of someone’s
productive time. Opening so many apps so often
is very likely to cause the harmful consequences
described by APA.

FaceKindle will save its users from jumping from one
app to another. It will combine everything qualitative
and quantitative in the palm of users’ hands through
a mobile phone or a TV remote. Users will be able to
watch quality video content from around the world
on Video On Demand. They will have the ability to
listen to globally fantastic and therapeutic music on
Audio On Demand. Control over their digital homes
and appliances will be simplified through artificial
intelligence powered automation. Users will also be
able to switch to a virtual reality view to enter an
entirely new dimension for cutting edge personal,
professional, and gaming needs.

Solution
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Technology
Blockchain
FaceKindle Platform will incorporate the latest blockchain  
technology for the following reason/functions:

Distribution of rewards/ bounties to consumers

Hybrid blockchain make it easy to implement a 
sophisticated rewards distribution mechanism.

Mining

FaceKindle blockchain will allow its user to do 
mining and rewards will be based on total 
shares in the pool.

Mapping the use of recording transaction

So, consumers can see the transaction of FKD in 
real time for different utilities under  single 
dashboard. 
Blockchain stores an immutable record of all 
transactions on the network, which allows for 
data to be easily traced.  

Payment for FaceKindle ecosystem

Accepting payment in cryptocurrencies is
convenient for modern, digital-friendly users. It
also decreases transaction fees and increases
payment processing speed, which is important
for a large-scale international application.

Fast and secure content distribution for Ads

One of the main features offered by blockchain 
is enhanced security. Users can be sure their 
content will be stored and distributed safety

Artificial Intelligence

FaceKindle integrated platform will implement an 
artificial intelligence that will gather usage data, 
learn from it, and enhance user’s experience.
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Tokenomics
FaceKindle plan to raise $20M with first $10M through 
its utilities and rest $10M through private ICO sales 
and will issue 120 Millions Tokens. Out of 120 Million, 
100Mln is pre-mined and 20 MLN for Mining.

Investment Spending 
Breakdown

Legal & regulation

Research & 
Development

Acquisition

Development of FaceKindle 
Utilities

OperationsMarketing

Total Price Initial price

@of coins Price discount

PRE-SALE ROUND 50MN 40%

PRIVATE ROUND 25MN 32%

PUBLIC ROUND 25MN 2%

PRE-SALE ROUND

PRIVATE ROUND

PUBLIC ROUND

ADVISORS AND 
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 
ROUND

FACEKINDLE TEAM

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

BRAND AMBASADOR 
PROGRAMME

COMMUNITY 
CAMPAIGN

FaceKindle Coin will be divided between coins used
for the current business utilities, private ICO, public
ICO. Team investments, platform development,
marketing incentives and community campaign to
boost the price of coin on exchanges.

There will be a collaboration with different
financial firms and further R&D will be
done to make sure our clients get the
best marketing plan to invest and FKD
price will grow substantially through the
client acquisition. Acquisition and R&D
will account for 22.5% of use of
investments.

50%
Of the investment FaceKindle
will spend on fund management
to generate return of investment
for clients investing in AMP plan

30%
Of the investment FaceKindle
will spend on product
development.

20%
FaceKindle will spend on
investments and operations
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Projected KPI’s
Financial KPIs
FaceKindle will generate revenue via multiple 
revenue streams. The mainstream are:

Fund 
management

Advertising FX and Social 
Trading

FaceKindle will have continuous revenue
and profit growth, boosted by Fund
Management

50%

Almost 50% of 
the revenue 
will come from 
Fund 
Management 

30%

FX account, 
Binary Option 
and Social 
trading 
Platform will 
generate 30%

The remaining 
20% will come 
from Token 
sale

20%

In 2023, the company plans to generate million-
dollar revenue and around net $25 million profit.
Total profit for seed investors will be estimated $50
million
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Vertical 
Breakdown
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Number of FaceKindle Subscriber will reach 2.2M by 
end of 2024 

Users on FaceKindle platform

Users acquired by 
Referral program

Users acquired by 
different utilities

Average number of users 
during the period

Total number of users

0.3
0.5

1.5

2.2

0.15 0.2

0.5

1

0.15
0.3

1

1.2

0.2
0.35

1.25

2
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1

1.5

2

2.5

2021 2022 2023 2024

FaceKindle Users 

Roadmap
The project has the following plan of development

FaceKindle Coin 
launch via referral 

program

FaceKindle new 
social website 

with fully 
integrated 
advertising 
package

FaceKindle Coin 
listing on 2 more 

exchanges

E-Commerce 
platform with coin 

integration

Private Coin ICO 
launch Public ICO launch

Audio and Video 
Platform

Token Listing on 
FX platforms for 
leverage trading

Q1 
2021

Q2 
2021

Q3 
2021

Q4 
2021

Q1 
2022

Q2 
2022

Q3 
2022

Q4 
2022
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Mission and Vision
We want to create a magnificent, ground breaking
ecosystem that combines element of social media,
financial trading with cutting edge technology to lead
the world into the future. A future that is replete with
exceptional profit for our investor as well as firm,
knowledge, and well-being.

FaceKindle presents the best social media platform for
our clients to create their identity but at the same
platform provides them with best opportunity to earn
money.

FaceKindle is the nuclear solution for all needs for an
individual as well as professional. Individuals can enjoy
every moment of life by sharing photos, videos, chat
messages and many more tools on our social media
platform. On the other hand, professionals can market
their products and services to our community.

TEAM

Mohsin is a British entrepreneur and a visionary leading several successful ventures in the
UK and global financial sector for the past two decades. Mohsin Jameel has laid a strong
emphasis in building a transparent and system driven organizations making them multi
million-pound companies. This serial entrepreneur, with a penchant for executing projects
before time, has always been ready to seize every opportunity that came his way. His
business acumen has led to many appearances in BBC talk Shows, Bloomberg and ITV.

He has always looked ahead, towards newer challenges, incorporating the latest
techniques and introducing unique innovations, which have earned him several awards
including ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’ in 2014.

His natural instincts and foresight have always led him to the next frontier; he gained
instant praise and recognition throughout UK with the Launch of his iconic campaign
‘Search for an Asian Football Star’.

Mohsin Jameel

Bhavesh Desai

Bhavesh is a US based entrepreneur with a successful track record of establishing multi
million-dollar businesses in US and India. He currently own pharmaceutical business,
motels, hotels and has done lot of investment in real estate right from US to India. With a
successful track record to establishing multi-million-dollar companies. Bhavesh has now
turned himself as a seasoned Management Consultant and Corporate Strategy leader.

He has over 20 years of experience with proven expertise in guiding the analysis and
delivery of commercially focused business strategies for startup firms and SMEs.
Bhavesh has helped businesses in varied sector( healthcare, financial firms, e-
commerce and trade finance and has been a part of fund-raising exercises.
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Please read this section carefully

You should consult with your legal, financial, tax and other professional advisors (s) before taking any
action in connection with this White Paper. The coinsdescribed in this White Paper are not intended to
constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer a
document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment
in securities in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any
advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by FACEKINDLE COIN to purchase any coins, nor shall it or
any part of it, nor the fact of its presentation, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or investment decision. The Company will deploy the proceeds of sale of the FACEKINDLE COIN
to fund the project, businesses, and operations as outlined in this White Paper.

You are not eligible, and you are not to purchase any FACEKINDLE COIN in the COIN sale (as referred
to in this White Paper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise), or green card holder of the United
States of America, or a citizen or resident of the Republic of South Africa or Cayman Islands.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this White Paper.
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any
jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this White Paper does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have been complied with.

There are risks and uncertainties associated with the Company and its business and operations, the
coin, the coin sale, and the underlying assets as described below.

This White Paper, any part thereof, and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country
where distribution or dissemination of this White Paper is prohibited or restricted. No part of this White
Paper is to be reproduced, distributed, or disseminated without the consent of the Company and shall
include this section.

Disclaimer

1. It is the responsibility of any persons wishing to acquire the Coins to inform themselves of and to observe
all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdictions. Prospective FACEKINDLE COIN ICO
participants should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and tax consequences within the
countries of their citizenship, residence, domicile, and place of business with respect to the acquisition,
holding, or disposal of the Coins, and any foreign exchange restrictions that may be relevant thereto. The
distribution of this White Paper and the offer and sale of the Coins (this “ICO” or the “FACEKINDLE COIN
ICO”) in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law.

2. FACEKINDLE COIN is not providing you legal, business, financial, or tax advice about any matter. You
may not legally be able to participate in this unregistered offering. You should consult with your own
attorney, accountant, and other advisors about those matters (including determining whether you may
legally participate in this ICO). You should contact us with any questions about this ICO or the Tokens.

3. The FACEKINDLE COIN ICO constitutes an offer of COINS only in those jurisdictions and to those
persons where and to whom they lawfully may be offered for sale. The ICO does not constitute an offer to
subscribe for securities except to the extent permitted by the laws of each applicable jurisdiction.

4. Nothing in this White Paper is intended to create a contract for investment into FACEKINDLE COIN and
each potential FACEKINDLE COIN ICO participant acknowledges that FACEKINDLE COIN will rely on
this assertion of an ICO Participant’s statements with respect to compliance with the laws of the
jurisdiction in which the ICO Participant is legally domiciled.

LEGAL
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Risk Factors

The following are the risk factors in relation to the FACEKINDLE COIN (the “Company”) business in
general and the coin sale event in particular: Please note that this is a summary of the risk factors only.

Token Related Risks

• The purchase of coin is risky, and its outcomes are highly speculative.

• There is no prior market for coins and purchasing the coins may not result in an active or liquid market for the
coins

• Future sales or issuance of the coins could materially and adversely affect the market price of the coins.
• Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the coins.

• There is no guarantee of any success of the company’s business platform or any future coin functionality.
• The price of the coins may fluctuate following the coin sale.

• The funds paid to the company for the coins, specifically cryptocurrencies, are exposed to risks of theft.
• The company reserves the right to change the blockchain technology of the Coins and FACEKINDLE COIN

ecosystem. Such blockchain transition could have a material adverse effect on the ecosystem, the coins, their
functionality, transferability, and/or price.

• The coin may be significantly influenced by cryptocurrency market trends and the token value may be severely
depreciated due to non-company related events.

• The user’s Wallet or Wallet service provider may not be technically compatible with the FACEKINDLE COINS.
• The use of the coins may come under the scrutiny of governmental institutions.

• The ownership of coins may fall under new and unpredicted taxation laws that will erode the benefits of the
tokens in general or in a specific jurisdiction.

• Any malfunction, breakdown, or abandonment of the blockchain protocol, on which FACEKINDLE COIN will
operate, may have a material adverse effect on the ecosystem and the price of the coins.

• There may be unanticipated risks arising from the coins.

• Applicable laws and regulations may limit the utility, functionality, the accessibility, and transferability of the
coins.

• Sales of coins have been known to come under malicious attacks from hackers and/or other parties resulting
in theft of coins. Such events may inflict massive losses on buyers and the company.

Company Related Risks

• The Company may be materially and adversely affected if it fails to effectively manage its operations as its
business develops and evolves which would have a direct impact on its ability to maintain or operate the
company’s platform and/or services and/or develop structure and/or any future token functionality.

• The Company may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its network or services, hardware
or software defects, security breaches, or other causes that could adversely affect the Company’s
infrastructure network and/or the Company’s business platform.

• The Company may in the future be dependent in part on the location and data centre facilities of third
parties.

• General global market and economic conditions may have an adverse impact on the Company’s operating
performance, results of operations, and/or cash flows.

• The Company or the coins may be affected by existing and newly implemented regulations.

• Risk of dissolution of the Company.

• The Coins may be affected by the Company’s decisions
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